User instructions

Inoferro’s stainless steel maintenance kit

Need more products? Scan the QR-code below for our webshop

Please follow these instructions carefully for the best result and to avoid unnecessary damages
on the stainless steel and surrounding area.

Step 1) Spray the superfoam cleaner on the stainless steel parts and wait a minute
so the cleaner can do its work on the surface.

Step 2) Clean off the superfoam with the microfibre cloth until the surface is
completely free of dirt and salt marks.
Why?; The surface of the stainless steel must be clean to see what the actual state of the
surface is and make it possible to inspect, and to make the right decision which steps to take.

Step 3) Inspect the surface carefully and decide what polish step(s) you need to take.
Please make sure you do a test with the soft ‘’flanel mop’’ before you decide to start
off with de medium ‘’cotton mop’’ or even the hard ‘’sisal mop’’.
If the soft flannel polishing mop meets your expectation there is no need to use the
medium cotton or the hard sisal mop.
Do this test after you completed step 4 & 5

Step 4) Cover all the areas (teak, ceiling, paint etc.) except for the stainless steel you
want to redo. Be aware the machine with the mops are high rotating and this can
cause damages on other parts than stainless steel.
So parts very close to the stainless steel surface needs to be covered with resistant
material like hardboard.

Step 5) Put on your face mask and safety glasses.

Now it’s time to start polishing / Make sure you choose the
correct steps for the best result.

*Steps for worst case scenario / Deep scratches.
Step 6) Take the INO-MT-ONE Polishing machine and install the PTL Axle Drive.

Step 7) Click on the Sisal mop to the PTL system on the machine and turn the
machine on.

Step 8) Take the Green polishing paste (heavy cut) and put it against the spinning
sisal mop for just a 3 seconds.
Important; Putting on polishing paste can make the paste spreading across the
area. Make sure all vulnerable and other materials surrounding other than
stainless steel is covered with plastic.

Step 9) Start to gently push the sisal mop against the stainless steel area and make
small 15cm strokes in both angles (lengths and width) off the area and make sure
you overlap and don’t miss anything.
* When the mop doesn’t leave small black paste marks it’s time to put on a little extra
paste.

Step 10) Change the polish mop from Sisal/hard to Cotton medium and put on a little
Blue paste (Finish). And repeat; Start to gently push the sisal mop against the
stainless steel area and make small 15cm strokes in both angles (lengths and width)
off the area and make sure you overlap and don’t miss anything.
* Make sure the cotton mop removes the little sisal scratches, if needed you can push
a little harder.
** After this step, clean the product with superfoam and clean off the paste marks

Step 11) Change the polish mop from Medium/Cotton to Flanel soft and put on a little
white paste (Super finish). And repeat; Start to gently push the sisal mop against the
stainless steel area and make small 15cm strokes in both angles (lengths and width)
off the area and make sure you overlap and don’t miss anything.
* Make sure the cotton mop removes the little sisal scratches, if needed you can push
a little harder.
** After this step, clean the product with superfoam and clean off the paste marks

After this step the stainless steel should already have a deep polishing shining
surface.

*Steps for Medium case scenario.
Skip step 8 & 9 and start with the cotton medium polish mop and continue the
other steps
*Steps for Touch-up scenario.
Skip step 8-9-10 and start with the Flanel soft polish mop and continue the
other steps

Step 12) Spray in the stainless steel surface that has been repolished and let the
super foam do it’s work for a minute.

Step 13) Do a final polish by hand with the microfiber cloth and make sure all paste
marks and other dirt is removed and now you have a renewed highly polished
stainless steel surface.
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